
SMALL BATCH
PREMIUM SCOTTISH GINS

About Roehill Springs Distillery

Roehill Springs is a small artisan Distillery, established by husband 
and wife, Duncan and Shirley Morrison, and based in a re-purposed 
building on the third generation, family-run farm in Moray, Scotland. 
The distillery overlooks the Roehill Spring where they source the 

pure, natural spring water used in the distillation process and in the 
reduction of the spirits.

Distillation, bottling and labelling is all done by hand on-site at the 
distillery by Duncan and Shirley along with some helping hands from 

other members of the family.

Master distiller Duncan has spent his working life in both agriculture 
and distilling. He spent 15 years working as a stillman with a leading 
Speyside Malt Whisky Distiller, gaining the Institute of Brewing and 

Distilling’s General Certificate in Distilling.

With a shared love of a good gin, Duncan and Shirley established 
Roehill Springs Distillery in 2019 and launched their signature Gin No 
5 in August, 2019. Since then, the distillery has released a number of 
gin expressions and gained a number of high profile industry awards 

from well respected international gin competitions.

hello@roehillsprings.com | 01542 870328
Roehill Springs Distillery, Newtack, Crossroads,

Grange, Keith, Moray, AB55 6LQ

www.roehillsprings.com

Contact

HONEYBERRY GIN

Small batch Distiller’s Edition Gin, a bespoke mix of botanicals and 
honeyberries, meticulously selected by Master Distiller Duncan 

Morrison, is slowly distilled before resting in a vat for 3 weeks, with 
copious amounts of honeyberries, to create a heavenly sipping gin 

or a fantastic base for cocktails.

“Bursting with flavour, Roehill Springs Honeyberry Gin is delicious served neat 

over ice. It has a lovely gin base and the flavours are extremely decadent. 

Perfect for sipping on cold winter nights; served long on warm summer days 

with ice & tonic; or with ice & ginger ale. Love it!”

38% ABV | Flavoured Gin



GIN NO. 5 BLUE NAVY STRENGTH

Roehill Springs Gin No 5 has a classic juniper forward flavour 
profile, followed by bold citrus, sweet floral notes and a beautiful, 

smooth mouth feel. Carefully distilled using water from our 
own private Roehill Spring and a curated selection of botanicals 

including juniper, coriander, angelica root, cassia bark, pink 
peppercorns and a selection of locally foraged botanicals which 

we like to keep secret.

Features Gin No.5 as the base gin, with the addition of butterfly 
pea flower botanical. The use of this botanical not only adds some 

floral notes to the nose and palate and a sweeter finish, when 
the gin is mixed with tonic it changes from blue to a purple-pink 

thanks to a reaction between the gin and mixer. 

Roehill Springs Navy Strength is a powerful, bold, aromatic gin, 
with an ultra-smooth, refreshing finish. On the nose juniper leads, 

followed by rich orange and a hint of pepper from the pink 
peppercorns. The palate is Juniper led that transitions to subtle 

hints of earthiness from the angelica root and a bitter,
yet sweet finish from the orange peel.

43% ABV | London Dry 40% ABV | Flavoured Gin 57% ABV | Navy Strength Gin

Awards: World Gin Awards 2022 -
Best London Dry Gin in Scotland

“Really enjoyed this gin in a G&T. Lovely gin flavour with some sweetness and 

floral. My friends were amazed when we added the tonic water to our glasses 

and the colour changed from a deep blue to lovely pink hue.”

Awards: Gold IWSC 2021 • Silver ISC 2021
1 Star Great Taste 2021 • Finalist Scottish Gin Awards

2020 & 2021


